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Abstract

In a broad class of non-linear representative agent models, represented by a system of difference equations, we replace rational expectations with linear forecast models conditioning on a predetermined set of regressors. Within this framework, a restricted perceptions equilibrium (RPE) corresponds to a forecast rule that is optimal among that class of models. Local uniqueness of a rational expectations equilibrium (REE) near the non-stochastic steady state is shown to guarantee existence and uniqueness of an RPE local to that steady state. This RPE is E-stable provided the REE is E-stable. A benchmark RBC model with government spending shocks is used to illustrate the theoretical results.
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1 Introduction

Dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models comprise the scaffolding of modern macroeconomics, and here the imperialism of the rational expectations hypothesis manifests quite clearly: these models, unless otherwise specified, take rational expectations equilibrium (REE) as their solution concept. In particular, agents are assumed to make forecasts optimally using the economy’s endogenous conditional distributions, and to make decisions optimally conditional on their forecasts; and then, magically, these decisions aggregate to form realizations of the endogenous variables consistent with the endogenous distributions that formed the basis for the agents’ decisions.

The mental gymnastics required of economic agents in rational expectations (RE) models doesn’t square with experience: even professional forecasters use estimated models, with parsimonious linear models often competing with, if not out-classing, state-of-the-art non-linear models. This same experience suggests a natural alternative: assume agents populating a DSGE economy use simple linear forecast rules to form expectations, but otherwise act in a manner analogous to their rational counterparts. In particular, these agents must make decisions taking into account constraints and prices induced by a non-linear world.

The agent’s use of a given linear forecast model determines a data generating process (DGP) for the economy, and by projecting onto the span of the agent’s regressors the optimal linear forecast model is determined. A natural solution concept for this economy is a restricted perceptions equilibrium (RPE), which requires that agents use forecast models that are optimal within a given class. Like an REE, an RPE should be viewed as a Nash equilibrium concept: the associated forecast model is optimal only if (almost) all other agents in the economy are also using it.

The “restricted perceptions” terminology indicates that the forecast model used by agents does not nest RE forecast rules, and this can arise naturally in various ways that are familiar to applied econometricians. These include omitted explanatory variables, parsimonious lag structures and misspecified functional forms. In many cases, the formal existence of an RPE can be established. In this paper, the RPE arises because agents are using a linear
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The term RPE was introduced in Evans and Honkapohja (2001) but the concept is older. Branch (2006) provides a nice survey. In the context of linear models, Marce and Sargent (1989a), Sargent (1991), Evans, Honkapohja, and Sargent (1993) and Bullard, Evans, and Honkapohja (2008) study forecast rules that omit relevant lags or dynamics. In Branch and Evans (2006a), Branch and Evans (2007) and Adam (2007) forecast models omit relevant explanatory variables, while Evans and McGough (2002b), Evans and McGough (2002a) focus on misspecified functional form. Evans and McGough (2018b) consider the case in which endogenous variables are unobserved and use autoregressions or VARs as forecast models. Branch, McGough, and Zhu (2021) combine non-observability of exogenous shocks with the presence of observable sunspot processes to demonstrate the existence of stable RPE even in models that are determinate under RE. Hommes and Zhu (2014) introduce the concept of behavioral learning equilibria, which casts agents as using simple AR(1) forecast models in complex economic environments. RPE have also been central in a number of empirical DSGE models, e.g. Slobodyan and Wouters (2012).
forecasting model in a non-linear world. A major gap in the literature has been the absence of RPE existence results in nonlinear models that include lagged endogenous variables, e.g. real business cycle (RBC) models and DSGE models that incorporate capital accumulation, habit persistence and/or inflation inertia. A central contribution of this paper is to provide tools to address this omission, and to show how they can be applied to nonlinear DSGE models in which agents use linear forecasting rules.

The second contribution of this paper concerns learning dynamics within a DSGE/RPE framework. The criticism that REE, as an equilibrium concept, is too demanding of a model’s agents is often countered by claims that REE are most appropriately viewed as emergent outcomes of learned behaviors, in the same way that the child learns to catch a ball not by studying physics but instead by practice. In macroeconomic environments, adaptive learning (AL), identified as recursive least-squares updating of forecast model parameters, has become a dominant mechanism by which agents are modeled as learning to make forecasts and take decisions. If an economy populated with learning agents converges in an appropriate sense to an REE then it is indeed natural to view that equilibrium as an emergent outcome of learned behavior, and the associated literature has met with much success by providing conditions that guarantee stability under adaptive learning in linearized models. However, whether the REE of the nonlinear model inherits this stability is a open question, mostly because it is difficult to model how agents learn about an object – in this case the collection of endogenous conditional distributions of the economy’s state process – when the modelers themselves have difficulty even approximating those objects.

In contrast with REE of nonlinear models, RPE, by construction, are amenable to stability analysis. Under AL the forecasting models used by agents are updated over time as new data become available, just as is done in linear models. If, over time, the forecast models of agents converge in an appropriate sense to the optimal forecast model, then the RPE is stable, and can be viewed as an emergent outcome of a natural learning process. In linear REE models, stochastic approximation results can be used to obtain the relevant stability conditions and to establish, under AL with suitable assumptions, convergence to an REE. The stability conditions can generally be obtained using the “expectational stability” or “E-stability” principle described in Evans and Honkapohja (2001). Importantly, the E-stability technique can be extended in a straightforward way to assess stability under AL of RPEs.

In this paper, for a broad class of DSGE models, we provide conditions guaranteeing both existence and E-stability of an RPE local to a determinate, non-stochastic steady state. Conditional on forecast model specification, uniqueness is also established. One version of our results can be informally stated as follows: if the non-stochastic steady state of a DSGE model is determinate then, provided the exogenous drivers have sufficiently small support, there is a unique RPE associated with the linear forecast model that conditions on the same variables as those in the minimal state variable (MSV) solution to the rational
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2 For more on this view, see Sargent (2008).
3 See Bray and Savin (1986), Marcet and Sargent (1989b) and Evans and Honkapohja (2001).
model. Furthermore, the RPE is E-stable provided that the REE of the linearized model is E-stable.

The main results of the paper leverage a technical lemma that allows us to navigate the complications introduced by lagged endogenous variables. To get a feel for the result, consider the non-linear Markov process associated with the dynamics of an economy where agents have a fixed forecasting rule. The lemma states that if the linearized dynamics are asymptotically stationary then, provided the innovations have small support, the non-linear Markov process will remain close to the linearized dynamics and will converge weakly to a unique ergodic distribution. This limiting distribution is necessary to characterize the projections which determine the optimal forecast model of the dynamic system and the resulting function mapping agent’s forecast models to their optimal counterparts – the T-map. The RPE is a fixed point of the T-map, and the properties of the asymptotic distribution of the linearized dynamic are enough to guarantee uniqueness of this fixed point and its E-stability.

After establishing these results for a general class of DSGE models, we use a benchmark real business cycle (RBC) model to examine RPE and compare them to REE. In our model, government spending, financed by budget-neutral lump-sum taxes, serves as the exogenous driver. We compare impulse response functions across three models: the linearized REE, the RPE and the non-linear REE, the latter computed numerically by solving the associated planner’s problem. We find that, compared to the linearized REE, the RPE more closely matches the nonlinear REE. This is not surprising as the RPE incorporates all of the non-linearities present in the economic environment. However we emphasize that, in our view, the importance of the RPE is not to provide a useful computational approximation to the REE. Instead, we treat the RPE as the appropriate equilibrium concept under natural bounded rationality assumptions. This is, first, because agents are making decisions based on plausible forecasting models; and, second, because the RPE in the RBC model is stable under adaptive learning, i.e. it can arise as an emergent outcome based on these forecasting models.

With these results for the RBC model in hand we illustrate the additional implications of the learning dynamics themselves when there is a structural change. Specifically we consider an announced, but unanticipated, permanent rise in (mean) government spending. Here, sharp departures from REE are observed in the learning dynamics: even though the policy change is announced, agents must learn over time how to adjust their forecast model. This leads to non-monotonic responses of consumption and capital en route to the new RPE.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 first provides a general formal framework, consistent with standard representative-agent DSGE models. Under suitable assumptions we establish, for sufficiently small bounded support of the exogenous shocks, that a locally unique RPE exists. Section 3 examines the nonlinear system under adaptive learning, specifically under recursive least-squares updating of the coefficients of the linear forecast-
ing rule, and establishes E-stability of the RPE. Section 4 adopts a standard RBC model to illustrate the results, using a calibrated model to show learning dynamics for the RPE, to compare IRFs for the REE, the linearized REE and the RPE, and to study the impact of structural change on the RPE under learning. Section 5 concludes.

2 DSGEs

We begin our examination in an abstract dynamic environment, taking the form of a system of expectational difference equations commonly associated with representative-agent DSGE models. Systems of this type can be represented in the following form:

\[ 0 = E_t F(y_{t+1}, y_t, z_t, \xi_t) \]
\[ z_{t+1} = h(y_t, z_t, \xi_t) \]
\[ \xi_{t+1} = (I - \rho_\xi) \bar{\xi} + \rho_\xi \xi_t + \sigma e_{t+1}. \]

Here \( y_t \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the (column) vector of contemporaneously determined endogenous (jump/choice) variables, \( z_t \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the (column) vector of predetermined endogenous (state) variables and \( \xi_t \in \mathbb{R}^l \) is the (column) vector of exogenous (state) variables. The exogenous state is assumed to follow a VAR process with coefficient matrix \( \rho_\xi \), long-run mean \( \bar{\xi} \), and exogenous shock process \( e_t \) that represents the sole source of uncertainty in the economy.

Finally, \( \sigma \) is a perturbation parameter which controls the level of risk in the economy.

It may be helpful to have a simple model in mind as an example. In the Ramsey model \( y \) can be taken as the vector of consumption (c), real interest rates (r) and real wages (w), \( z \) can be taken as the capital stock (k) and \( \xi \) as the log TFP shock. The function \( h \) is the law of motion for the endogenous state variable and, in the Ramsey model, can be constructed from the resource constraint. Finally, the function \( F \) includes the remaining equilibrium conditions of the model: the representative household’s Euler equation and the no-arbitrage conditions of the firm.

In our general set-up, \([1]-(3)\), the model’s primitives are \( F, h, \rho_\xi \), and the stochastic properties of \( e_t \). On these we make the following assumptions:

Assumptions A.

A.1 The innovations \( e_t \) are zero mean, i.i.d., with compact support \( \mathcal{E} \) and measure \( \mu \). The matrix \( \rho_\xi \) has spectral radius less than one.

\[ \text{DSGE models with a finite number of agent types can also be put in this form, though in the presence of incomplete asset markets the more common approach to incorporating heterogeneity assumes a continuum of agent-types, and the associated dynamics are more involved.} \]

\[ \text{The VAR assumption is for notational simplicity: all our results extend to general Markov processes that are locally stable.} \]
A.2 The functions $F$ and $h$ are twice differentiable and there is a locally isolated non-stochastic steady state $(\bar{y}, \bar{z})$.

A.3 The steady state is locally determinate $^6$

Given initial conditions $z_0$ and $\zeta_0$, a rational expectations equilibrium (REE) is a uniformly bounded (a.e.) triple of processes $(y_t, z_t, \zeta_t)$ satisfying (1)-(3). Assumption A.3 implies that, provided $\sigma$ is sufficiently small and $z_0$ is near $\bar{z}$, there is a unique REE that remains close to the steady state. A recursive representation of this REE is a function $f$ such that

$$y_t = f(z_t, \zeta_t).$$

The equations (2)-(4) then characterize the model’s equilibrium dynamics when the agents are rational.

A common approach to studying the rational expectations equilibrium is to construct a linear approximation. The equilibrium dynamics, (2) and (4), may be linearized to obtain

$$\hat{y}_t = \bar{y} + f_z(\hat{z}_t - \bar{z}) + f_\zeta(\hat{\zeta}_t - \bar{\zeta})$$

$$\hat{z}_{t+1} = \bar{z} + h_y(\hat{y}_t - \bar{y}) + h_z(z_t - \bar{z}) + h_\zeta(\hat{\zeta}_t - \bar{\zeta}),$$

where the hats are used to indicate the solution to the linearized model, and derivatives are evaluated at the steady state. The matrices $h_y$ and $h_\zeta$ can be computed directly by differentiating equation (2) while $f_z$ and $f_\zeta$ can be found using the implicit function theorem. After substituting for $(\hat{y}_t - \bar{y})$ in (6) using (5), one obtains the following law of motion for the states:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
\hat{z}_{t+1} - \bar{z} \\
\hat{\zeta}_{t+1} - \bar{\zeta}
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
h_y f_z + h_z & h_y f_\zeta + h_\zeta \\
0 & \rho_\zeta
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\hat{z}_t - \bar{z} \\
\hat{\zeta}_t - \bar{\zeta}
\end{pmatrix} +
\begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
1
\end{pmatrix} \sigma \epsilon_{t+1}.
$$

Our assumptions guarantee that $h_y f_z + h_z$ has spectral radius less than one, which implies that the linearized dynamics have a unique stable ergodic distribution.

A final observation will nicely motivate the expectations of our boundedly rational agents in the next section. Iterating equation (5) forward one period and rearranging terms gives a natural linear rule for forecasting $y_{t+1}$ given current states, namely,

$$y_{t+1} \approx \hat{\psi}_0 + \hat{\psi}_z z_{t+1} + \hat{\psi}_\zeta \left((I - \rho_\zeta)\bar{\zeta} + \rho_\zeta \zeta_t + \sigma \epsilon_{t+1}\right),$$

where the coefficients are given by $\hat{\psi}_0 = \bar{y} - f_z \bar{z} - f_\zeta \bar{\zeta}$, $\hat{\psi}_z = f_z$ and $\hat{\psi}_\zeta = f_\zeta$. The coefficients $\hat{\psi}$ can be viewed as approximating, to first order, the forecasting model used by rational agents when forming expectations of future choices. Even in a non-linear world this forecasting function can be used to easily evaluate the conditional expectation of any non-linear function $G(y_{t+1})$:

$$E^\psi_G(y_{t+1}) = \int_G G(\hat{\psi}_0 + \hat{\psi}_z z_{t+1} + \hat{\psi}_\zeta (I - \rho_\zeta)\bar{\zeta} + \hat{\psi}_z \rho_\zeta \zeta_t + \hat{\psi}_\zeta \sigma \epsilon_{t+1}) \mu(d\epsilon_{t+1}).$$

$^6$This amounts to studying a linearized system associated with equations (1)-(4) and verifying the Blanchard and Kahn (1980) conditions. See Fernández-Villaverde, Rubio-Ramírez, and Schorfheide (2016) for an overview.
Note that the endogenous state vector $z$ is predetermined: $E^\psi_t z_{t+1} = z_{t+1}$. Since $z_{t+1}$ depends on $y_t$, the values of $y_t$ and forecasts of (functions of) $y_{t+1}$ are simultaneously determined. Returning to the Ramsey example, this implies that agents may condition on their savings decisions today when making forecasts about, say, the marginal utility of income tomorrow.

### 2.1 RPEs

In a rational expectations equilibrium, agents’ forecasts are optimal: given their information, agents expectations are formed using the forecast model that minimizes mean-square error. In a restricted perceptions equilibrium, agents’ forecasts are constrained optimal: given their information, agents expectations are formed using the forecast model that minimizes mean-square error, subject to the constraint that the forecast model must lie within a pre-selected class, and predicated on the assumption that all other agents behave similarly.

We assume that agents observe both state variables, $z_{t+1}$ and $\zeta_t$, and use a forecasting model motivated by the linearized rational expectations equilibrium. Specifically, we assume that agents forecast future values of $y_{t+1}$ using the perceived law of motion (PLM)

$$y_{t+1} = \psi_0 + \psi_z z_{t+1} + \psi_{\zeta} \zeta_{t+1} = \psi_0 + \psi_z z_{t+1} + \psi_{\zeta} (\mathbf{I} - \rho_{\zeta}) \tilde{\zeta} + \rho_{\zeta} \zeta_t + \sigma \epsilon_{t+1}. \quad (9)$$

The matrix $\psi = (\psi_0, \psi_z, \psi_{\zeta})$ represents the beliefs of the economy’s representative agent.

For a given set of beliefs, $\psi$, and states, $z_t$ and $\zeta_t$, the time $t$ endogenous outcomes, $y_t$, obtain from a temporary equilibrium that solves

$$\int_{\mathbb{E}} F \left( \psi_0 + \psi_z h(y_t, z_t, \zeta_t) + \psi_{\zeta} \left( (\mathbf{I} - \rho_{\zeta}) \tilde{\zeta} + \rho_{\zeta} \zeta_t + \sigma \epsilon_{t+1} \right), y_t, z_t, \zeta_t \right) \mu(d\epsilon_{t+1}) = 0. \quad (10)$$

This equation, which is obtained by inserting the PLM (9) into the reduced-form equation (1), implicitly gives an equilibrium policy rule $y_t = \hat{f}(z_t, \zeta_t, \psi, \sigma)$ for an economy populated by agents with beliefs $\psi$. While it is not possible in general to guarantee that a temporary equilibrium exists or is unique, we can guarantee that this is the case when beliefs are close enough to $\hat{\psi}$ and $\sigma$ is small enough.

For fixed beliefs, the economy then evolves according to

$$y_t = \hat{f}(z_t, \zeta_t, \psi, \sigma) \quad (11)$$

$$z_{t+1} = h(y_t, z_t, \zeta_t) \quad (12)$$

$$\zeta_{t+1} = (\mathbf{I} - \rho_{\zeta}) \tilde{\zeta} + \rho_{\zeta} \zeta_t + \sigma \epsilon_{t+1}. \quad (13)$$

Note that we are explicitly assuming that agents know $z_{t+1}$ and the law of motion for $\zeta_t$. We make these assumptions for simplicity. We could assume that agents do not observe
and must, instead, construct forecasts for both $z_{t+1}$ and $\zeta_{t+1}$. All the results would go through in this environment. We discuss this further in Section 2.2.

One immediate problem faced in this analysis is that for given values of $\psi$ and $\sigma$ there is no reason to expect that the dynamics (11)-(13) are stable in any natural sense. However, the linearization of this system with beliefs $\hat{\psi}$ has a unique ergodic distribution. We would expect this property to hold for $\psi$ near $\hat{\psi}$ and for sufficiently small $\sigma$. We formalize this concept in the following lemma.

**Lemma 1 (Local Ergodicity).** If $\psi$ is near $\hat{\psi}$, $z_0$ is near $\bar{z}$, and $\sigma$ is small enough, then process $(y_t, z_t, \zeta_t)$ defined by the system (11)-(13) has a unique ergodic distribution $\mu(\psi, \sigma)$, and

$$
(y_t, z_t, \zeta_t) \xrightarrow{D} (y(\psi, \sigma), z(\psi, \sigma), \zeta) \sim \mu(\psi, \sigma).
$$

(14)

All proofs are in the Appendix. This lemma is key to our analysis. It guarantees the existence of an ergodic distribution of state variables for beliefs close enough to $\hat{\psi}$ and for small enough $\sigma$. Intuitively, the stability of the linearized REE implies that the linearization of the dynamics (11)-(13) has a unique ergodic distribution when beliefs are consistent with the linearized REE, i.e. $\psi = \hat{\psi}$. For small enough $\sigma$ it’s possible to bound the errors of the linear dynamics relative to the true non-linear process enough to show that the state dynamics are locally an average contraction, which guarantees a unique ergodic distribution. The remaining work is to show that we can lift this property to an open set of beliefs containing $\hat{\psi}$.

We use Lemma 1 to construct an RPE by defining a function $\psi \rightarrow T(\psi, \sigma)$ that maps beliefs onto the coefficients obtained by projecting $y(\psi, \sigma)$ onto $z(\psi, \sigma)$, $\zeta(\psi, \sigma)$, and a constant. Thus the T-map takes beliefs to the coefficients of the linear forecast model that is optimal given the ergodic distribution implied by those beliefs. A restricted perceptions equilibrium is a fixed point $\psi^*(\sigma)$ of this T-map. Two points merit emphasis. First, RPE beliefs are constrained optimal at the agent-level: if the economy is in an RPE and a given agent is required to pick, once and for all, a linear forecast model that conditions on current states and exogenous shocks, then $\psi^*(\sigma)$ is their best choice. Second, like an REE, an RPE is appropriately interpreted as a Nash concept: RPE beliefs are optimal for a given agent only if (almost) all other agents hold RPE beliefs. The first of our two main results may now be stated.

**Theorem 1.** Given assumptions A, if $\sigma > 0$ is sufficiently small then an RPE $\psi^*(\sigma)$ exists. Furthermore:

1. The RPE is locally unique: for given $\sigma$ there is an open neighborhood $U$ of $\hat{\psi}$ such that $\psi^*(\sigma)$ is the unique fixed point of $T(\cdot, \sigma)$ in $U$.

2. $\psi^*(\sigma) \rightarrow \hat{\psi}$ as $\sigma \rightarrow 0$.

This theorem provides two important conclusions. First, an RPE exists and is locally
unique for small shocks. This is as much as could be expected from a result that conditions
on the local determinacy of the non-stochastic steady state. Second, an RPE meets the
linearized REE in the small-shock limit, which is exactly as expected: the optimal linear
forecast model becomes unconstrained optimal as the economy becomes linear. This last
point is subtle and it is the reason we are using the concept of a RPE rather than a REE. The
agent’s forecasting model is necessarily misspecified: they are using a linear forecasting
model in a non-linear world. Their decisions take into account the curvature of their utility
functions and that prices that clear markets have a non-linear dependence on the aggregate
state.

2.2 Alternative RPEs

The RPEs of Theorem 1 are specific to the functional form of the forecast model used by
agents when forming expectations: see equation (9). This PLM was chosen for its align-
ment with the linearized REE given in (8). However, it may be quite natural, within a given
modeling environment, to make different assumptions about the information available to
agents and about the set of regressors they use to make forecasts; and the nature, and possi-
ably the number, of the resulting RPEs will depend on the informational assumptions made
and the set of regressors used. Within our framework, three natural variations arise, and we
discuss these here in turn.

Above it was assumed that agents observe, and condition forecasts, on $z_{t+1}$. Alterna-
tively, it may be natural to assume agents don’t observe $z_{t+1}$, and instead use a PLM to
forecast it. For example, the PLM

$$z_{t+1} = a_0 + a_z z_t + a_y y_t + a_\zeta \zeta_t$$

(15)
can be used to replace $h$ in (10), yielding the temporary equilibrium condition

$$\hat{F}(y_t, z_t, \zeta_t, \psi, a, \sigma) = 0.$$  

The analysis proceeds just as above, though now the RPE will have two endogenous beliefs
vectors: $\psi^*(\sigma)$ and $a^*(\sigma)$. Of course establishing existence of RPE in this case requires
extending Theorem 1 but this extension would be a mechanical exercise as $h$ is invariant
to beliefs.

It may be natural to assume that agents do not observe, or otherwise do not use, some
of the state variables when making forecasts. Furthermore, agents make choose to condi-
tion forecasts on contemporaneously determined variables, especially when the exogenous
states are not observed. For example, in the Ramsey model it may be natural to assume
that agents do not observe the TFP shock, and instead forecast wages and interest rates
using a vector autoregression. RPE associated with underspecified forecast models have
been studied extensively within the context of linearized models. To capture this type of
behavior within our framework, we use the following PLM:

\[ y_{t+1} = \psi_0 + \psi_x I_x y_t + \psi_z I_z z_{t+1} + \psi_\zeta I_\zeta \zeta_{t+1}, \]

where \( I_* \) is a selector matrix identifying which of the variables in \( * \) are used as regressors. The analysis proceeds as before. Note that PLMs of this type may be used in conjunction with PLMs of the form (15).

Finally, it may also be natural for agents to use a PLM that allows for interaction terms or other nonlinearities. This poses no conceptual difficulty: the only requirement for our analysis is that the PLM be linear in coefficients, so that projection can be used to establish conditions needed for consistency of beliefs. In fact, RPE associated with forecast models that condition on higher order terms can globally approximate the REE to arbitrary precision.

### 3 Learning your RPEs

Equilibrium objects requiring accumulated information and endogenous coordination among agents are most naturally viewed as emergent outcomes of natural learning processes. In macroeconomics, adaptive learning provides the needed natural process: agents are assumed to update their forecast rules as new data become available; if, over time, their forecast rules become consistent with the equilibrium object, then it is said to be stable under adaptive learning, and thus can be viewed as an emergent outcome of a natural learning process.

RPE, by construction, are amenable to this type of stability analysis. For the case at hand, we proceed as follows: let \( \psi_t \) be the representative agent’s beliefs used in period \( t \) to form forecasts and take decisions. To update their beliefs as new data become available, the agent uses recursive least squares to regress realized outcomes \( y_t \) on their information set \( x_t^T = (1, z_t^T, \zeta_t^T) \). The recursion can be written

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{t+1} &= R_t + \gamma_{t+1} (x_t x_t^T - R_t) \\
\psi_{t+1}^T &= \psi_t^T + \gamma_{t+1} R_{t+1}^{-1} x_t (y_t - \psi_t x_t)^T.
\end{align*}
\]

Here \( \gamma \) is the “gain sequence” and \( R_t \) is the period \( t \) estimate of the regressors’ second moments.

It is well-known that for the decreasing-gain sequence \( \gamma = 1/t \), equation (16) reproduces the sequence of standard least-squares estimates \( \psi_t \), e.g. see Ch. 2 of Evans and Honkapohja (2001). In stochastic systems with AL, analytical results showing convergence to REE or RPE parameters require decreasing gains in which \( \lim_{t \to \infty} \gamma_t \to 0 \) at a suitable rate like \( t^{-1} \). This assumption is appropriate when the economic environment is stationary and agents perceive it to be stationary.
In applied work the alternative “constant-gain” assumption is often used, in which $\gamma_t = \gamma$, where $0 < \gamma < 1$, with $\gamma$ typically taken to be “small.” Under constant-gain recursive least squares (RLS), agents in effect discount older data at geometric rate $1 - \gamma$. For the small gain limit, formal convergence results are available for constant-gain RLS in stationary systems. These results show that beliefs converge to a distribution around the REE (or RPE) beliefs. However, in practice stochastic simulations are frequently employed to study constant-gain learning dynamics.

While decreasing gain is appropriate in stationary environments, realistic economies are subject to structural change, and consequently applied models typically assume that agents use constant-gain RLS. Prominent early examples include Sargent (1999), Branch and Evans (2006b), Bullard and Eusepi (2005), Milani (2007) and Orphanides and Williams (2007). As emphasized in Evans, Evans, and McGough (2021), three distinct reasons can be given for the use of constant gain learning:

i **Structural change and model misspecification.** See, for example, Williams (2019).

ii **Perception of potential structural change.** This can be viewed as a form of robust decision making, see Evans, Honkapohja, and Williams (2010).

iii **Availability bias.** This refers to a tendency, observed in the behavioral economics literature, notably Kahneman (2011), to weight more heavily experiences that readily come to mind. In the AL literature this is interpreted as a tendency to weight current and recent experience more heavily than past experiences. This has also been described as a “fading memory” effect, e.g. Malmandier and Nagel (2016), or a “recency bias”, Cole and Milani (2021).

In line with these rationales and with the applied literature, our simulations use constant-gain learning.

Equation (16) can be combined with equations (11)-(13) to obtain a recursive system characterizing the dynamics of our RBC model populated with learning agents. The full system, reproduced here for completeness, takes as the state $(z_t, \zeta_t, R_t, \psi_t)$, and is given by

\begin{align*}
    x_t^T &= (1, z_t^T, \zeta_t^T) \\
    y_t &= \hat{f}(z_t, \zeta_t, \psi_t, \sigma) \\
    z_{t+1} &= h(y_t, z_t, \zeta_t) \\
    \zeta_{t+1} &= (I - \rho_{\zeta}) \zeta_t + \rho_{\zeta} \zeta_t + \sigma \epsilon_{t+1} \\
    R_{t+1} &= R_t + \gamma_{t+1} (x_t x_t^T - R_t) \\
    \psi_{t+1}^T &= \psi_t^T + \gamma_{t+1} R_{t+1}^{-1} x_t (y_t - \psi_t x_t)^T.
\end{align*}

Given an initial state, the system (17) determines the time path of the our economy populated by homogeneous adaptive learners. If, for appropriate initial conditions, $\psi_t \to \psi^*(\sigma)$ almost surely then we say that the RPE $\psi^*(\sigma)$ is locally stable under adaptive learning.
3.1 RPEs and E-stability

Assessment of stability under adaptive learning is commonly conducted using the *E-stability Principle*, which invites practitioners to forgo the challenges of the discrete, stochastic system (17), and instead consider the continuous, deterministic system

$$
\dot{\psi} = T(\psi, \sigma) - \psi.
$$

(18)

An RPE $\psi^*(\sigma)$, as captured by a fixed point of the T-map, is *E-stable* if it is a Lyapunov stable equilibrium of (18). The E-stability Principle says that E-stable equilibria are locally stable under appropriate adaptive learning algorithms.

The dynamics of beliefs under adaptive learning algorithms like (17) are governed by the forecast error, in this case $\hat{f}(z_t, \zeta_t, \psi_t, \sigma) - \psi_t x_t$. The system (18) is analogous: the RHS acts as a forecast error, measuring the discrepancy between perception $\psi$ and implication $T(\psi, \sigma)$. If $\psi^*(\sigma)$ is E-stable then “moving” according to this discrepancy pushes beliefs towards the RPE. The E-stability principle encapsulates the intuitive connection between these two dynamic systems.

The formal connection between the E-stability principle and systems like (17) is quite deep and technical, and relies on the theory of stochastic recursive algorithms, as developed by Ljung (1977) and first used by Marcet and Sargent (1989b) in the context of adaptive learning. The E-stability Principle provides a simple side-step to the technicalities: sufficient conditions for Lyapunov stability are obtained from the eigenvalues of $DT(\psi^*, \sigma)$:

see Evans and Honkapohja (2001) for many details.

E-stability of the RPE follows as collateral serendipity from the proof of Theorem 1, where the spectral radius of $DT$ is shown to be smaller than one.

Corollary 1. If $F$ satisfies assumptions A and if $\sigma > 0$ is sufficiently small then the RPE, $\psi^*(\sigma)$, is E-stable.

Theorem 1 demonstrates existence and uniqueness of RPE. This corollary shows that an RPE is the expected, emergent outcome of a natural learning process.

3.2 Agent-level learning and the shadow-price approach

Our implementation of boundedly rational expectations formation has been necessarily mechanical: we did not use the details of the underlying economic model to inform the behavioral assumptions we made (e.g. which variables were forecasted and what regressors were used) because we did not specify an underlying model. This was intentional: we
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7To establish stability under least-squares learning might be challenging – the state dynamics are not conditionally linear so the more general Markov versions of the SRA theorems are needed.
wanted to provide generic existence, uniqueness and stability results based on determinacy and E-stability, without referring to the particulars of a given economy.

The mechanical approach taken here is sometimes referred to as *reduced-form learning*: bounded rationality is implemented only after aggregation, market clearing, and often considerable algebraic manipulation has taken place. Due to its relative tractability, this is by far the most popular approach for the implementation of adaptive learning in a given modeling environment, particularly for addressing questions of applied interest.

The alternative is to adopt bounded rationality, in terms of both forecasting and *decision making*, as a behavioral primitive, necessarily implemented prior to aggregation and market clearing. This general approach – *agent-level learning* – has been examined in a variety of settings, and based on a variety of different models of boundedly rational decision making. Evans and Honkapohja (2006) use *Euler equation learning* to justify reduced form learning in a new Keynesian environment; Preston (2005) emphasizes the *long-horizon approach* in which households use a form of anticipated utility, together with their life-time budget constraints, to take decisions; and Adam and Marcet (2011) put forth the concept of *internal rationality*, in which agents act fully rationally based on their beliefs, but these beliefs may not align with endogenous reality.

While the papers just referenced, as well as others like them, consider agent-level learning implementations within the context of specific DSGE environments, Evans and McGough (2018b) develop a theory of boundedly rational decision making that can be applied to any environment in which a fully rational agent would be modeled as solving a dynamic program. Their implementation – *the shadow price approach* – takes as primitive that agents make decisions using perceived shadow prices to assess the trade-off between today and the future; and they update their perceptions over time as they realize the consequences of past decisions. Evans and McGough (2021) provide a road map for the application of this approach in general environments, as well as a comparison of it to the approaches listed above.

Evans and McGough (2018b) demonstrate that the shadow price approach achieves asymptotically optimal decision making in linear-quadratic environments. Using the new technologies developed in this paper, we are currently working to extend the theoretical results of Evans and McGough (2018b) to fully general environments.

### 4 The RPEs of RBCs

We adopt a benchmark *real business cycle* model as a laboratory for a specific examination of the RPE associated with a DSGE model. Using numerical methods, we analyze the dynamics of the economy in an RPE and under the assumption that agents use a constant gain learning algorithm to learn the RPE. We compare these dynamics to those associated
with the model’s REE. The dynamics under RE are obtained and presented in two ways: using a local approximation to the REE by linearizing the model around the non-stochastic steady state; and using a global approximation to the REE by applying standard techniques to approximate the solution to the associated planner’s problem.

### 4.1 Environment and calibration

Time is discrete. There is a continuum of identical households (agents) who receive flow utility from the consumption of goods and leisure. Via competitive factor markets, agents supply capital and labor to firms, the former inelastically and the latter with Frisch elasticity $\chi^{-1}$. The representative household’s problem is

$$\max E_0 \sum_{t \geq 0} \beta^t (u(c_t) - \nu(n_t))$$

subject to

$$s_t = r_t s_{t-1} + w_t n_t - c_t - \tau_t,$$

(19)

where $E_0 \sum_{t \geq 0}$ is the expected utility of lifetime consumption, $s_t$ is savings in the form of (real) capital, and $n_t$ is the quantity of labor supplied. Wages $w$ and gross returns $r$ are written in terms of consumption goods. $\tau_t$ represents lump sum taxes used to finance an exogenous government expenditure process. The function $u$ measures flow utility from goods consumption, and is taken to be CRRA with risk parameter $\theta > 0$. The function $\nu$ measures the disutility of labor and has the form $\nu(n) = \xi (1 + \chi)^{-1} n^{1+\chi}$, with $\chi > 0$ capturing the inverse Frisch elasticity, and $\xi > 0$ a scaling parameter used to tune steady-state labor hours.

Under rationality, the representative agent enters period $t$ holding savings $s_{t-1}$ and facing prices $r_t$ and $w_t$, and taxes $\tau_t$. Their period $t$ consumption, savings, and labor-supply decisions must satisfy their budget constraint (19) and

$$u'(c_t) = \beta E_t \lambda_{t+1}$$

(20)

$$\nu'(n_t) = u'(c_t) w_t,$$

(21)

$$\lambda_t = r_t u'(c_t),$$

(22)

where $\lambda_t$ is their period $t$ shadow price of savings. Their decisions must also satisfy the usual transversality condition (TVC). Equation (20) is the standard Euler condition measuring the agent’s consumption/savings trade-off, and equation (21) measures their labor/leisure trade-off.

There is a continuum of identical firms, each owning technology $f$ that is CRTS in capital $k$ and labor $n: f(k_t, n_t) = k_t^\alpha n_t^{1-\alpha}$. There are no inter-temporal frictions and capital depreciates at rate $\delta \in (0, 1)$. Competitive factor markets ensure

$$r_t = 1 + f_k(k_t, n_t) - \delta$$

and

$$w_t = f_n(k_t, n_t),$$

(23)
Finally, each period, the government must finance an exogenous expenditure process, $g_t$. We assume that $g_t$ follows a stationary AR(1) process in logs:

$$\log g_t = (1 - \rho_g) \log \bar{g} + \rho_g \log g_{t-1} + \sigma \epsilon_t,$$

(24)

with $\rho_g \in (0, 1)$ and $\epsilon_t$ begin zero-mean, iid, and having compact support. The government runs a balanced budget each period, $\tau_t = g_t$. Market clearing, therefore, implies $k_t = s_{t-1}$, and so we may identify these variables to characterize the REE.

By modern standards, this is a particularly simple version of a DSGE model. We could have embellished this model by adding multiple shocks; pricing or financial frictions; and even heterogeneous agents. All of our theorems would still apply to any of these extensions. However, our main interest is understanding the behavior of a model populated by small agents who are using linear forecast rules in a non-linear world. To isolate this behavior, we have opted to study one of the simplest non-linear models whose dynamics are well understood.

To map this environment into our general framework, we specify our model in logs and set

$$y_t = (\log c_t, \log n_t, \log \lambda_t, \log r_t, \log w_t)$$

and $z_t = \log k_t$ and $\zeta_t = \log g_t$

(25)

Then the functions $F$ and $h$ in (1) and (2) are given by

$$F(y_{t+1}, y_t, z_t, \zeta_t) = \begin{pmatrix}
    u'(c_t) - \beta \lambda_{t+1} \\
    u'(c_t)w_t - v'(n_t) \\
    \lambda_t - r_tu'(c_t) \\
    r_t - 1 - f_k(k_t, n_t) + \delta \\
    w_t - f_n(k_t, n_t)
\end{pmatrix}$$

(26)

$$h(y_t, k_t, \zeta_t) = f(k_t, n_t) + (1 - \delta)k_t - c_t - g_t.$$

(27)

For standard calibrations of the RBC model, assumptions A hold, so that the steady state is determinate. In the unique REE $y_t$ is a function of the states $\log k_t$ and $\log g_t$. Following Section 2.1, we assume that boundedly rational agents forecast future values of $y$ with a PLM which is linear in these states and given by (9). As $\log \lambda_{t+1}$ is the only variable that requires forecasting, the linear PLM can be written simply as

$$\log \lambda_{t+1} = \psi_0 + \psi_k \log k_{t+1} + \psi_g \log g_{t+1},$$

(28)

with expectations formed according to

$$E_t^\psi \lambda_{t+1} = \exp \left( \psi_0 + \psi_k \log k_{t+1} + \psi_g ((1 - \rho_g) \log \bar{g} + \rho_g \log g_t) \right) \cdot E \exp(\sigma \psi_g \epsilon_{t+1}).$$

This PLM can be combined with equations (26) and (27) to obtain the temporary equilibrium function $\hat{F}$, given in (10). Finally, we can write the REE functional dependence of
the shadow price on the states as: \( \log \lambda_t = \Lambda(\log k_t, \log g_t) \). Linearizing \( \Lambda \) about the steady state yields the beliefs \( \hat{\psi} \) associated with the linearized REE.

Our calibration follows that of Evans, Li, and McGough (2021). The model is calibrated to a quarterly frequency with \( \beta \) set to 0.99 to give an annualized steady-state real interest rate of 4%. \( \alpha \) is set to 0.36 to target capital’s share of output, while the depreciation rate \( \delta \) is set to 0.025 to match a capital to output ratio of 10.26 (see Den Haan, Judd, and Juillard (2010)). Flow utility from consumption is assumed logarithmic (\( \theta = 1 \)), and we take the Frisch elasticity, \( \chi^{-1} \), to be 1. The parameter \( \xi \) is calibrated to 9.72 to target the average supply of hours by the households of \( 1/3 \). Finally, the parameters of the government expenditures process are set to \( \rho = 0.965 \) and \( \sigma = 0.0136 \) to match the autocorrelation and standard deviation of log-linearly detrended real government expenditures, with \( \bar{g} = 0.185 \) to give a steady-state spending to gdp ratio of 15%. For convenience, the following table records the calibrated values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>( \theta )</th>
<th>( \chi )</th>
<th>( \xi )</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \delta )</th>
<th>( \rho )</th>
<th>( \sigma_e )</th>
<th>( \bar{g} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.0136</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 RPE Beliefs and Stability

The RPE can be computed using a sample analog of the T-map: for fixed \( \psi \), the economy can be simulated to approximate the ergodic distribution of \( (\log \lambda_t, \log k_t, \log g_t) \); we can then sample from this distribution and regress \( \log \lambda \) on \( \log k \), \( \log g \) and a constant to obtain the sample analog of the T-map. The fixed point can then be found using a non-linear solver.

We find that the RPE values of beliefs in the non-linear model are very close but not exactly identical to \( \hat{\psi} \), i.e. the REE beliefs in the linearized model. This can be observed by looking at the red and blue dashed lines in Figure 1 which represent the linear and RPE beliefs respectively. That the beliefs are close to each other reflects that our RBC model is very close to linear in logs; and indeed, for this same reason, the linearized model provides a very good approximation to non-linear model along certain measures. However, this should not be misconstrued as meaning that the models’ dynamics themselves are isomorphic; indeed, in the RPE the Euler equation predicates that an agent’s consumption decision is non-linear in shadow-price forecasts.

We now consider stability of RPE under real-time adaptive learning. As discussed Section 3, E-stability of the RPE strongly suggests that it will be stable under adaptive learning. Figure 1 confirms this. The figure was created using 100,000 simulations with gain set at \( \gamma = 0.05 \). The initial value of the second moments matrix \( R \) was taken as common across simulations and set at the linear REE value. Initial beliefs were drawn randomly within
±50% of the linear REE values. The thicker black curve is the cross-sectional mean of beliefs and the outer curves identify the lowest and highest deciles.

Two observations are warranted. First, the simulations capture the stability of the RPE under learning. Even though the initial beliefs of the economy start of away from the RPE they eventually coalesce around the RPE. Second, the simulations take the gain to be constant. For this reason, beliefs do not converge to RPE values but rather to an ergodic distribution that is centered very near them.\footnote{If the gain decreased at an appropriate rate, for example $\gamma \propto t^{-1}$, then we would expect beliefs to converge almost surely to the RPE.} All taken together, we find results consistent with our theoretical statements: namely, that an RPE exists, that it lies close to the linearized REE, and that it is stable under learning.

**Figure 1:** Dashed red lines are linearized REE beliefs, dashed blue lines correspond to RPE beliefs, and the black curves describe the dynamics of beliefs under learning with the middle curve representing mean beliefs and the shaded band identifying the lower and upper deciles. The upper label of each panel gives the numerical value of the associated RPE coefficient.

\footnote{As the gain approaches zero the mean of the ergodic distribution of beliefs approaches the RPE.}
\footnote{To ensure almost most sure convergence it is necessarily to augment the learning algorithm with a projection facility: see Evans and Honkapohja (2001) for details.}
4.3 RPE dynamics

Impulse responses to a one-standard-deviation government expenditure shock also highlight both the similarities and differences across models: see the left-hand panels of Figure 2. The red curve is the linear REE time-path, with black and blue the RPE and non-linear REE paths respectively. All variables are in percent deviations from their initial state values. The non-linear REE and RPE are almost indistinguishable, demonstrating, even with a linear forecasting rule, that the model with boundedly rational agents does a good job of capturing the non-linearities of the model.

Figure 2: IRF to a government expenditure shock with $\sigma = 0.0136$ (left) and transition dynamics (right). Red curve corresponds to linear REE. The blue curve represents the response of the REE while the black line plots the response of the RPE. All variables are percent deviations from non-stochastic steady state.

To investigate this point further, we study the transition dynamics from a point farther away from the non-stochastic steady state, yet still visited frequently by the dynamic model. To achieve this, we take the ergodic distribution of state variables generated by the REE and compute their average values conditional on government expenditures being above their mean. We initialize all three models at these states and plot expected paths of the capital stock and consumption in the right-hand panels of figure 2. All values are in percent deviation from the non-stochastic steady state. As initial state values are further away from the non-stochastic steady state, the linearized REE does a poorer job approximating the outcomes of the non-linear REE while the RPE is much closer. Interestingly, the non-linear REE and RPE both converge to the same long run average values, which are different from
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10 The IRFs for the non-linear REE and RPE paths are computed by averaging across multiple simulations, and, for each simulation, netting out the dynamics resulting from the same sequence of innovations, but without the initial impulse shock.
the non-stochastic steady state. Even though the forecasting rule in the RPE is linear, agents are still exposed to the non-linearities of the model and feature the same precautionary savings motives present in the non-linear REE. This leads to both models having long-run capital levels that are larger than those of the non-stochastic steady state, which is the long run average of the linear REE model.

The take-away so far is that RPE are easily computed and are stable under adaptive learning, as is strongly suggested by our E-stability finding. In this way an RPE can be viewed as an emergent outcome of a natural learning process. In addition, the behavior of the economy in an RPE and with learning agents departs only very modestly from the non-linear REE, and captures aspects of the model’s inherent non-linearity missed by the linearized model.

4.4 Structural change

The findings of Section 4.3 reflect that the environment is stationary. In the presence of structural change, the behavior of models with learning agents can differ quite significantly, and in our view, realistically, from the predictions of rational expectations. To examine this, we consider a simple comparative dynamics experiment: assume that the economy has existed for an extended period of time and has reached, at time 0, an ergodic distribution of state variables. At time 0, the government unexpectedly and permanently raises government expenditures by 5%. This is achieved by raising current government expenditures, \( g_0 \), by 5% and permanently raising the long government expenditures to a new level \( \bar{g}' = 1.05 \bar{g} \).

Figure 3 plots the expected paths of capital and consumption as percentage deviations from their time 0 values. The blue curve is the non-linear REE and the black curve is the dynamics under learning.

The outcomes of the REE are as expected. The permanent increase in spending is implemented as a lump-sum tax, which reduces consumption and leisure via the income effect. The increase in labor raises the return to capital, thus increasing savings. This raises income over time, with consumption and leisure rising to their new, lower steady state values.

The time paths in the learning economy are strikingly different. On impact, as in the REE environment, the rise in taxes imparts an income effect leading to a fall in consumption, but one that is smaller than under RE. This difference is due to differing expectations about the future. Expectations of the learning agents are formed according to

\[
E_t^w \lambda_{t+1} = \exp \left( \psi_{t,0} + \psi_{t,k} \log k_{t+1} + \psi_{t,g} \left( (1 - \rho_g) \log g' + \rho_g \log g_t \right) \right) \cdot E \exp (\sigma \psi_{t,g} \varepsilon_{t+1}). \tag{29}
\]

where \( \psi_t \) represents the agent’s beliefs at time \( t \). When forming expectations in (29), agents fully recognize that the increase in government expenditures is permanent and thus accurately forecast \( \log(g_{t+1}) \). They, however, have never experienced a permanent change in

\[\text{For the REE, } (\log k_0, \log g_0) \text{ is drawn from the ergodic distribution of the REE model. For the learning economy, } (\log k_0, \log g_0, \psi_0) \text{ is drawn from the ergodic distribution of the constant-gain learning model.}\]
Figure 3: Expected path of consumption and capital to a permanent government spending increase (left) and dynamics of beliefs (right). Blue curve is non-linear REE, red curve is linear REE, and black curve is learning RPE. Black curves give mean beliefs, and the shaded band identifies lower and upper deciles.

government expenditure and, thus, must rely on their experience with persistent but transitory changes to forecast the effect of the permanent shock on their shadow price of savings. As a result, the 5% increase in expenditures yields an expected increase in the log shadow price of $0.05\psi_{t,g}$. The positive coefficient, $\psi_{t,g}$, implies that agents update their expectations of the shadow price of savings to be higher due to the increase in government expenditure, but not to the same degree as the fully rational agent. Thus, the fall in consumption in the learning model is smaller than that of the rational expectations economy and, as a result, the capital stock initially declines. This occurs even though agents have had experience with government expenditure shocks that were highly persistent. Over time, however, the learning agents notice that their realized shadow price of savings is higher than expected and adjust their beliefs accordingly. In the long run, the capital stock converges to a new average value close to that of the non-linear REE.
5 Conclusions

In DSGE models the decision rules used by agents are inherently both forward-looking and nonlinear. Under rational expectations the forecasts of agents are assumed to be optimal, based on correct conditional distributions. However, those conditional distributions are endogenously determined by the future decisions of agents. Hence, the REE must be viewed as an equilibrium, and this begs the question of how the equilibrium is attained, a concern that is acute in nonlinear settings. This paper has shown a natural path through these issues, based on plausible bounded rationality considerations.

We assume agents estimate linear forecast models and use them to form the required conditional expectations needed for subjectively optimal decision-making. Estimated coefficients of the forecast models are updated over time using least-squares learning. Within an abstract framework that can represent most representative-agent DSGE models, we show under standard assumptions that there exists a restricted perceptions equilibrium – which can be viewed as a counterpart to the models associated REE – in which agents’ forecast rules are optimal within the linear class under consideration. Furthermore, the RPE is stable under least-square learning, i.e. forecast rules converge over time to the RPE, which addresses the issue of attainability of the RPE.

We used the RBC model to demonstrate the tractability of our approach, as well as to study the novel transitional learning dynamics following structural change. Applications to New Keynesian models and to DSGE models that include empirically relevant frictions are clearly feasible, using the shadow-price approach developed in Evans and McGough (2018b), and this approach can be extended to allow for agent heterogeneity. Finally, the theoretical framework developed in this paper can be applied to decision problems of the kind commonly modeled using dynamic programming, thus allowing for the development of a theory of bounded-rational decision making that can be used to model agent-level learning in DSGE environments. These applications and extensions are the subject of current research.
Appendix

We begin with a technical lemma that provides conditions for existence of stable ergodic distributions associated with homogeneous recursive dynamic systems. First, some notation. Let $\mathcal{S} \subset \mathbb{R}^n$ be open, $\mathcal{E} \subset \mathbb{R}^m$ be compact, convex, with non-empty interior containing the origin, and $\Psi \subset \mathbb{R}^k$ be open. Let $\phi : \mathcal{S} \oplus \mathcal{E} \oplus \Psi \oplus \mathbb{R} \to \mathcal{S}$ be $C^2$ on the interior for $k \geq 2$. The dynamical system of interest is

$$y_t = \phi \left(y_{t-1}, \sigma \varepsilon_t, \psi, \sigma\right),$$

(30)

where $\sigma \in (0, 1)$, $y_{-1} \in \mathcal{S}$, and $\varepsilon_t \in \mathcal{E}$ is iid, zero mean.

The technical lemma establishes conditions sufficient to guarantee that (30) has a unique, stable ergodic distribution, and to do this we will apply results from Loskot and Rudnicki (1995). A definition is needed. Fixing $\psi$ and $\sigma$, note that $\phi(\cdot, \sigma \times \cdot, \psi, \sigma) : \mathcal{S} \times \mathcal{E} \to \mathcal{S}$ is measurable.

**Definition 1.** The map $\phi(\cdot, \sigma \times \cdot, \psi, \sigma)$ is an average contraction on $\mathcal{S}$ if there is a measurable function $L : \mathcal{E} \to \mathbb{R}$ such that

1. $\|\phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) - \phi(y', \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma)\| \leq L(\varepsilon) \|y - y'\|$ for all $y, y' \in \mathcal{S}$
2. $E(L(\varepsilon)) < 1$

The following assumptions provide the needed restrictions on $\phi$.

**Assumptions B.**

B.1 There exists $\hat{\psi} \in \Psi$ and $\bar{\psi}(\hat{\psi}) \in \mathcal{S}$ such that $\bar{\psi}(\hat{\psi}) = \phi(\bar{\psi}(\hat{\psi}), 0, \hat{\psi})$.

B.2 The matrix $D_y \phi(\bar{\psi}(\hat{\psi}), 0, \hat{\psi})$ is invertible, with spectral radius smaller than one.

The following result is the desired technical lemma.

**Lemma** (Technical Lemma). Suppose $\phi$ satisfies assumptions B. Then there exists $\bar{\sigma} > 0$, $r_\psi > 0$ and $r_y > 0$ such that

1. If $\sigma \in (0, \bar{\sigma})$ and $\psi \in B\left(\bar{\psi}, r_\psi\right)$ then the system (30) has a unique ergodic distribution $\mu(\psi, \sigma)$ with support in $Cl(B(\bar{\psi}(\hat{\psi}), r_y))$.
2. If $y_{-1} \in Cl(B(\bar{\psi}(\hat{\psi}), r_y))$ then $y_t \in Cl(B(\bar{\psi}(\hat{\psi}), r_y))$ and $y_t \xrightarrow{\mathcal{D}} y \sim \mu(\psi, \sigma)$.

**Proof.** The work of the proof is establishing that $\phi(\cdot, \sigma \times \cdot, \psi, \sigma)$ is an average contraction for appropriately restricted parameters and on an appropriate state space. To this end, for given $r_y > 0$, define $L(\cdot, \sigma, \psi, r_y) : \mathcal{E} \to \mathbb{R}$ as follows:

$$L(\varepsilon, \sigma, \psi, r_y) = \sup \left\{ \|D_y \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma)\| : y \in Cl(B(\bar{\psi}(\hat{\psi}), 2r_y)) \right\}.$$  (31)

Noting that $\varepsilon \to L(\varepsilon, \sigma, \psi, r_y)$ is measurable, our goal is to find $\bar{\sigma} > 0$, $r_\psi > 0$ and $r_y > 0$ so that $\sigma \in (0, \bar{\sigma})$ and $\psi \in B\left(\bar{\psi}, r_\psi\right)$ imply $\phi(\cdot, \sigma \times \cdot, \psi)$ and $L(\cdot, \sigma, \psi, r_y)$ satisfy items 1 and 2 of definition 1 on $Cl(B(\bar{\psi}(\hat{\psi}), r_y))$.  
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For given \( r_y > 0 \), a version of the vector-valued mean value theorem implies
\[
\| \phi(y', \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) - \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) \| \leq L(\varepsilon, \sigma, \psi, r_y) \| y' - y \| \text{ for } y', y \in Cl(\bar{B}(\bar{y}(\bar{\psi}), r_y)),
\]
which establishes item 1. Since the spectral radius of \( D_y \phi(\bar{y}^{(\bar{\psi})}, 0, \bar{\psi}) \) is less than one, we may choose a matrix norm so that \( \| D_y \phi(\bar{y}^{(\bar{\psi})}, 0, \bar{\psi}) \| < 1 \). Since \( D_y \phi \) is continuous and \( \mathcal{E} \) is compact, we can choose \( r_y > 0, \bar{r}_y > 0 \) and \( \bar{\sigma} > 0 \) so that \( \psi \in B(\bar{\psi}, \bar{r}_y) \) and \( \sigma \in (0, \bar{\sigma}) \) implies \( L(\varepsilon) \leq \Delta < 1 \) for all \( \varepsilon \in \mathcal{E} \). This establishes item 2.

It remains to demonstrate that for appropriately chosen \( \bar{\sigma} \in (0, \bar{\sigma}) \) and \( r_y \in (0, \bar{r}_y) \), the dynamics remain in the compact set \( Cl(B(\bar{y}(\bar{\psi}), r_y)) \) provided \( \psi \in B(\bar{\psi}, r_y) \) and \( \sigma \in (0, \bar{\sigma}) \). Define
\[
\Xi(\sigma, \psi) = \sup \left\{ \| \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) - \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \hat{\psi}, \sigma) \| : y \in Cl(B(\bar{y}(\bar{\psi}), r_y)), \varepsilon \in \mathcal{E} \right\}
\]
Noting that \( \Xi \) is continuous and that \( \Xi(\sigma, \bar{\psi}) = 0 \), we may choose \( r_y \in (0, \bar{r}_y) \) and \( \bar{\sigma} \in (0, \bar{\sigma}) \) so that \( \Xi(\sigma, \bar{\psi}) < 1/(3(1-\Delta))r_y \). Finally, define
\[
\Upsilon(\sigma) = \sup \left\{ \| \phi(\bar{y}(\bar{\psi}), \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) - \bar{y}(\bar{\psi}) \| : \varepsilon \in \mathcal{E} \right\}.
\]
Then \( \Upsilon \) is continuous and \( \Upsilon(0) = 0 \), so we may further restrict \( \bar{\sigma} \) to ensure \( \Upsilon(\sigma) < 1/(3(1-\Delta))r_y \) for all \( \sigma \in (0, \bar{\sigma}) \). It follows that \( y \in Cl(B(\bar{y}(\bar{\psi}), r_y)) \) \( \implies \)
\[
\| \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) - \bar{y}(\bar{\psi}) \| \leq \| \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) - \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) \| + \| \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) - \bar{y}(\bar{\psi}) \| \\
\leq \| \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) - \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) \| + \| \phi(y, \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) - \phi(\bar{y}(\bar{\psi}), \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) \| \\
+ \| \phi(\bar{y}(\bar{\psi}), \sigma \varepsilon, \psi, \sigma) - \bar{y}(\bar{\psi}) \| \\
\leq \Xi(\sigma, \psi, r_y) + \Upsilon(\sigma) + L(\varepsilon, \sigma, \bar{\psi}) \| y - \bar{y}(\bar{\psi}) \| \\
\leq \frac{2(1-\Delta)}{3}r_y + \Delta \cdot r_y < r_y,
\]
which demonstrates that the dynamics remain in \( Cl(B(\bar{y}(\bar{\psi}), r_y)) \). This completes the argument that \( \phi(\cdot, \sigma \times \cdot, \cdot) \) is an average contraction on \( Cl(B(\bar{y}(\bar{\psi}), r_y)) \) provided \( \bar{\sigma} \in (0, \sigma) \) and \( \psi \in (0, r_y) \). Proposition 1 in the Appendix of Loskot and Rudnicki (1995) then completes the proof.

**Proof of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1** Combining equations (11) and (12) yields the following dynamics for the state variable
\[
z_{t+1} = h(\bar{f}(z_t, \zeta_t, \psi, \sigma), z_t, \zeta_t) \equiv H(z_t, \zeta_t, \psi, \sigma).
\]
Along with equation (13), \( H \) can be used to determine a dynamic system for \( \tilde{z}_t \equiv (z_t, \zeta_t) \), which we denote by
\[
\tilde{z}_{t+1} = \phi(\tilde{z}_{t-1}, \sigma \varepsilon_t, \psi, \sigma) \equiv \phi(\tilde{z}_{t-1}, \sigma \varepsilon_t, \psi, \sigma).
\]
We claim \( \phi \) satisfies assumptions A. First, notice that \( \bar{z} = H(\bar{z}, \tilde{z}, \bar{\psi}, 0) \); it follows that \( \phi \) satisfies A.1. Next, notice that the eigenvalues of \( D_y \phi \) are given by the eigenvalues
of $D_z H$ and $p_\xi$, so it suffices to show that $D_z H(\bar{z}, \bar{\xi}, 0)$ has spectral radius less than one.

To this end, recall that $\bar{\psi}$ is constructed such that the linearized model with beliefs $\bar{\psi}$ is identical to the linearized rational expectations equilibrium. A direct consequence of this construction is that $D_k H(\bar{z}, \bar{\xi}, \bar{\psi}, 0)$ must match the behavior of the endogenous state variable in the linearized RE equilibrium, $h_y f + h_z$, and, hence, local stability of the RE equilibrium implies $D_k H(\bar{z}, \bar{\xi}, \bar{\psi}, 0)$ has spectral radius less than 1. We conclude that $\phi$ satisfies assumptions A, so that $\bar{\xi}_t$ converges to a stationary distribution for appropriately restricted parameters, and concludes the proof of Lemma 1. For the remainder of the proof we assume $\psi$ and $\sigma$ are chosen appropriately.

Finally, it will be helpful to expand the state to $\bar{\xi}_t \equiv (y_t, z_t, \zeta_t)$. Since $y_t$ is determined by $z_t$ and $\zeta_t$, we have that $\bar{\xi}_t \xrightarrow{p} \bar{\xi}(\psi, \sigma)$. Abusing notation somewhat, we will denote by $\phi$ the transition dynamic for $\bar{\xi}_t$. For the remainder of the proof it will prove convenient to define the random variables $\xi_1(\psi, \sigma)$ and $\xi_2(\psi, \sigma)$ such that $y_t \xrightarrow{p} \xi_1(\psi, \sigma)$ and $(z_t, \zeta_t) \xrightarrow{p} \xi_2(\psi, \sigma)$ with $(\xi_1(\psi, \sigma), \xi_2(\psi, \sigma)) = \bar{\xi}(\psi, \sigma)$.

Now let $x(\psi, \sigma) = (1, \xi_2(\psi, \sigma))$, and define the T-map as

$$T(\psi, \sigma)^T = (E [x(\psi, \sigma) \otimes x(\psi, \sigma)])^{-1} E [x(\psi, \sigma) \bar{\xi}_1(\psi, \sigma)^\top],$$

where the expectation is taken with respect to the distribution $\bar{\xi}(\psi, \sigma)$. To analyze the T-map we need to approximate $\bar{\xi}(\psi, \sigma)$. To this end, define the process $\hat{\xi}_t(\psi)$ recursively as

$$\hat{\xi}_t(\psi) = D_\xi \phi \cdot \hat{\xi}_{t-1}(\psi) + D_\epsilon \phi \cdot \epsilon_t,$$

where the derivatives $D_\psi \phi$ are understood to be evaluated at $(\hat{\xi}(\psi, 0), 0, \psi, 0)$. Since the matrix $D_\xi \phi$ is stable there is an ergodic distribution $\hat{\xi}(\psi)$ such that $\hat{\xi}_t(\psi) \xrightarrow{p} \hat{\xi}(\psi)$. Let $\hat{\psi}(\psi) = \left(1, \hat{\xi}_2(\psi)\right)$, and let $\hat{T}(\psi)$ be the coefficients of the projection of $\hat{\xi}_1(\psi)$ onto $\hat{\psi}(\psi)$, i.e.

$$\hat{T}(\psi)^T = (E [\hat{\psi}(\psi) \otimes \hat{\psi}(\psi)])^{-1} E [\hat{\psi}(\psi) \hat{\xi}_1(\psi)^\top],$$

where the expectation is taken with respect to the distribution $\hat{\xi}(\psi)$. We analyze the T-map by connecting it to $\hat{T}$.

We begin by expanding $\phi$ about $\bar{\xi} = \bar{\xi}(\psi)$ and $\sigma = 0$, which gives us

$$\frac{\bar{\xi}_t(\psi, \sigma) - \bar{\xi}_t(\psi)}{\sigma} \xrightarrow{p} \hat{\xi}(\psi) + \Delta(\psi, \sigma),$$

with $\Delta(\psi, \sigma) = \mathcal{O}(\sigma)$.

We now use (34) establishing the following:

**Claim.** For appropriately chosen $r_\psi$,

1. $T(\psi, \sigma): B(\hat{\psi}, r_\psi) \to \mathbb{R}^3$ is $C^1$
2. $\lim_{\sigma \to 0} T(\psi, \sigma) = \hat{T}(\psi) = \hat{\psi}$
3. \( \lim_{\sigma \to 0} DT_{\psi}(\psi, \sigma) = D\tilde{T}(\psi) \)

To establish this claim, fix \( \sigma \) and drop it as an argument; then, write equation (32) as

\[ \xi_t(\psi) = \Phi_t(\xi_{t-1}, \epsilon_t, \psi), \]

where \( \epsilon_t = (\epsilon_0, \ldots, \epsilon_t) \), and \( \Phi_t \) is \( C^2 \) in \( \psi \). We may compute

\[ T_t(\psi) = \left( E_{\tilde{\mathcal{F}}_t} \left( \begin{array}{c} 1 \\ \xi_{2t}(\psi) \\ \xi_{2t}(\psi)^\top \end{array} \right) \right)^{-1} E_{\tilde{\mathcal{F}}_t} \left( \begin{array}{c} 1 \\ \xi_{2t}(\psi) \end{array} \right) \xi_{t'}(\psi)^\top, \quad (35) \]

where \( \tilde{\mathcal{F}}_t \) is the joint distribution of \( (\xi_{t-1}, \epsilon_t) \). Now notice that, for fixed \( \psi \), the functions that comprise the components of the matrices in (35) are smooth in \( \xi(\psi) \), so that \( T_t(\psi) \to T(\psi) \). In fact, more is true. Let \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \) be \( C^k \) for \( k \geq 1 \) and let \( f_t(\psi) = E_{\tilde{\mathcal{F}}_t} f(\xi_t(\psi)) \).

Then

\[ D_{\psi, f_t}(\psi) = \int D\xi f(\xi) \cdot D\psi, \Phi_t(\xi_{t-1}, \epsilon_t, \psi) \; d\tilde{\mathcal{F}}_t(\epsilon_t) \]

is \( C^{k-1} \). It follows that \( D_{\psi, T_t}(\psi) \) is continuous. Combining this with the compactness of the state space, we can find \( r_{\psi} \) so that \( D_{\psi, T_t} \) is uniformly bounded on \( Cl(B(\tilde{\psi}, r_{\psi})) \). Thus \( \{T_t\} \) and \( \{DT_t\} \) are uniformly equicontinuous on \( Cl(B(\tilde{\psi}, r_{\psi})) \). We may use the point-wise convergence of \( T_t(\psi) \) to \( T(\psi) \) and apply the Ascoli-Arzela theorem to conclude that \( T_t \) converges to \( T \) uniformly. We may again apply the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, now to \( \{DT_t\} \) to conclude that a subsequence \( \{DT_{t(i)}\} \) converges uniformly to some continuous function on \( Cl(B(\tilde{\psi}, r_{\psi})) \). But we may then restrict attention to this subsequence to get that \( T_{t(i)} \to T \) uniformly and \( \{DT_{t(i)}\} \) converges uniformly, whence \( T \) is differentiable and \( DT = \lim_{t \to \infty} DT_{t(i)} \), which is continuous. This establishes item 1 of the Claim. Items 2 and 3 are straightforward computations based on the RHS of (34).

The step concerns continuity of \( T \) in \( \sigma \). We may use symmetry to define \( T(\psi, \cdot) \) on \( (-\tilde{\sigma}, 0) \), and define \( T(\psi, 0) \equiv \lim_{\sigma \to 0} T(\psi, \sigma) \). We claim that \( T(\psi, \cdot) : (-\tilde{\sigma}, \tilde{\sigma}) \to B(\tilde{\psi}, \tilde{\delta}) \) is continuous. It suffices to consider \( \sigma \neq 0 \). Pick a closed interval \( I \) about \( \sigma \) that does not contain zero. Then \( D_{\sigma} T_{t(i)} \) is uniformly bounded on \( I \), so that the Ascoli-Arzela theorem provides for uniform convergence of \( T_t \) to \( T \) on \( I \).[13] Thus \( T \) is continuous on the interior of \( I \), which contains \( \sigma \).

---

[12] That \( \phi \) satisfies assumption A allows us to conclude, through lemma 1, that \( \xi_t \) is uniformly bounded. To obtain the same result for \( D_{\psi, \xi_t} \) we note that

\[ D_{\psi, \xi_t} = D_{\psi, \phi_t}(\xi_{t-1}, \sigma \epsilon_t, \psi, \sigma) + D_\phi(\xi_{t-1}, \sigma \epsilon_t, \psi, \sigma)D_{\psi, \xi_t} \]

Combined with the law of motion for \( \xi_t \) this equation constructs a function \( \hat{\phi} \) operating on the stacked vector \( \xi' = [\xi_t, D_{\psi, \xi_t}]' \) such that

\[ \hat{\xi}_t = \hat{\phi}(\xi_{t-1}, \sigma \epsilon_t, \psi, \sigma). \]

It is straightforward to verify that \( \hat{\phi} \) satisfies assumption A and, hence, \( D_{\psi, \hat{\xi}_t} \) is uniformly bounded.

[13] Uniform boundedness of \( D_{\sigma} T_{t(i)} \) is inherited from the uniform boundedness of \( D_{\sigma} \xi_t \). As \( D_{\sigma} \xi_t \) satisfies

\[ D_{\sigma, \xi_t} = D_{\sigma, \phi_t}(\xi_{t-1}, \sigma \epsilon_t, \psi, \sigma) + D_\phi(\xi_{t-1}, \sigma \epsilon_t, \psi, \sigma)D_{\sigma, \xi_t} \]

we can use the same approach as footnote[12] to show uniform boundedness of \( D_{\sigma} \xi_t \).
We are finally able to finish the proof. It is straightforward to show that $D\hat{T}(\psi)$ invertible. It follows from items 1 and 3 of the Claim that, local to $\sigma = 0$, the map $\psi \rightarrow T(\psi, \sigma)$ is injective. By item 2 of the Claim, $T(\hat{\psi}, 0) = \hat{\psi}$, and then the Claim plus the continuity of $T$ in $\sigma$ allows for the application of a continuous version of implicit function theorem – see Theorem 5.1 of Blackadar (2015) – to show that for $\sigma$ near zero there is a unique solution to $T(\psi, \sigma) = \psi$. ■
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